
EXTRAORDINARY CONVEYOR SOLUTIONS

Shuttleworth’s 
Star Roller™ 
solves the paper 
industry’s shingling 
problem. Unlike round rollers 
that cause the bottom sheets of 
stacked paper to fan, the design of the 
Star Roller™ greatly reduces or eliminates the 
“fanning” or “creeping” that occurs as the stack is 

conveyed. The thicker the paper and the smaller 
the stack, the better the results.

Eliminates Product Damage

With the combination of the Star Roller™ and 
SlipTorque®, we can gently handle your stacked 

paper products. Unlike traditional conveyors, 
the loose-fit rollers stop under your product 

when it stops to accumulate -
virtually eliminating any fanning 

or creeping of the bottommost 
sheets of paper.

Increases Productivity and Throughput

The cut sheet paper industry can finally benefit from
flawless accumulation - increasing throughput and
productivity, while reducing product damage and hours
of operating time. Accumulation reduces total line delays
by allowing operable machines to continue production for
a cost-effective period of time when other in-line 
machinery is down.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

With an entire team of professionals dedicated to 
sales and service, we’re committed to your
satisfaction. With more than 45 years of 
experience, we have the know-how to help assist 
you with whatever you may need, including the 
modification and reconfiguring of any equipment. 
After all, we’ve installed and serviced more than 
18,000 systems worldwide.
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Star Roller™ has changed the way the paper industry moves cut sheet 
paper between processes.
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